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Project Summary
European musical heritage is a dynamic historical flow of experiences, leaving heterogeneous
traces that are difficult to capture, connect, access, interpret, and valorise. Computing technologies have the potential to shed a light on this wealth of resources by extracting, materialising and
linking new knowledge from heterogeneous sources, hence revealing facts and experiences from
hidden voices of the past. Polifonia makes this happen by building novel ways of inspecting, representing, and interacting with digital content. Memory institutions, scholars, and citizens will be
able to navigate, explore, and discover multiple perspectives and stories about European Musical
Heritage.
Polifonia focuses on European Musical Heritage, intended as musical contents and artefacts - or
music objects - (tunes, scores, melodies, notations, etc.) along with relevant knowledge about
them such as: their links to tangible objects (theatres, conservatoires, churches, etc.), their cultural and historical contexts, opinions and stories told by people having diverse social and artistic
roles (scholars, writers, students, intellectuals, musicians, politicians, journalists, etc), and facts
expressed in different styles and disciplines (memoire, reportage, news, biographies, reviews),
different languages (English, Italian, French, Spanish, and German), and across centuries.
The overall goal of the project is to realise an ecosystem of computational methods and tools
supporting discovery, extraction, encoding, interlinking, classification, exploration of, and access
to, musical heritage knowledge on the Web. An equally important objective is to demonstrate
that these tools improve the state of the art of Social Science and Humanities (SSH) methodologies. Hence their development is guided by, and continuously intertwined with, experiments
and validations performed in real-world settings, identified by musical heritage stakeholders (both
belonging to the Consortium and external supporters) such as cultural institutes and collection
owners, historians of music, anthropologists and ethnomusicologists, linguists, etc.

Executive Summary
This deliverable describes the results of the WP2 Musical Heritage Knowledge Graphs in its
first 12 months with respect to the task T2.1: Ontology-based knowledge graphs for music objects. The project, and specifically WP2 and T2.1, uses knowledge engineering as a process
and methodology to build ontologies and knowledge graphs that facilitate large-scale integration of various sources of musical heritage data. In this deliverable, we focus on music objects
broadly understood as artefacts carrying musical content and meaning (recordings, music notation, musical theory, musical features) rather than contextual descriptions (e.g. composer, year
of performance). New conceptualisations, in the form of ontologies, are needed to formalise the
semantics of this domain and allow the creation of interoperable knowledge graphs from datasets.
To achieve this, we apply a well-known ontology design methodology, eXtreme Design (XD),
which emphasises: (i) ontology reuse and modularity through the design and use of Ontology
Design Patterns (ODPs); and (ii) gathering a comprehensive inventory of ontological requirements through competency questions (CQs). To implement (i), we survey existing ontologies
and ODP that are relevant to the domain, and existing datasets from Polifonia’s WP1 Pilots –
building on the dataset survey work from WP1 [1]– and from the Music Information Retrieval
(MIR) community; to implement (ii) we follow a thorough process of collecting and normalising
CQs from the stories and personas that stem from the Pilots of WP1. This ensures an agnostic
approach in which Polifonia designs a specific conceptualisation of music (elements, reception,
actors, events, etc.) that reflects original and innovative theory building aspirations, while providing a good compromise with respect to reusing existing models and theories. As a result of
this, we report on the first version of the Polifonia Ontology Network (PON), a network of ontologies that model the domains emanating from such stories and personas in the Core, Musical
Performance, Musical Composition, Musical Feature, Source, Instrument, Comparative Measure,
Music Emotion, Bell, and Metadata ontology modules.
Even though the evaluation of this knowledge engineering work is the specific objective of another
task (T2.5 and D2.7, D2.8: Ontology testing and evaluation report), we report here on preliminary
efforts to evaluate the adequacy and correctness of the PON at effectively answering the project’s
CQs, through testing automation and expert validation; and its applicability in a real-world, demanding setting in which we used the developed ontologies to annotate, model and exchange
data in a demonstration at a top, internationally renowned event: the AI & Music Festival at the
Sónar Barcelona International Music Festival (27-28 October 2021, Barcelona).
Finally, we also pave the way into the project-wide, large-scale usage of the PON to annotate all
the identified datasets in Polifonia (through [1] and here), MIR and beyond, effectively creating
the Polifonia Knowledge Graph (PKG). The specific details on how this is achieved will follow
in a further deliverable (D2.4: Methods for interlinking knowledge graphs), but we offer here a
roadmap and the first methods we have created to interlink musical heritage knowledge graphs.
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1 Introduction
This deliverable describes the first version of the ontologies and knowledge graphs of music objects and patterns in Polifonia; as well as the software engineered to this end. It contains a
description of the ontologies developed for musical objects, patterns, and musical heritage metadata; and a preliminary technical report on a software package that transforms music collections
–containing those aforementioned objects, patterns, and metadata– into knowledge graphs that
use the developed ontologies as basic semantic schemas to organise their content. The specific
point of departure of this deliverable are the existing ontologies and ontology design patterns
(ODP) that are relevant to the domain of European musical cultural heritage, and the existing
related datasets that were surveyed in, and requirements that stemmed from, previous Polifonia
work in WP1 Pilots, and their related stories, personas and datasets [1]. These pilots, stories and
personas constitute our modelling domain and main source of requirements.1
It is broadly acknowledged that key datasets for the understanding of European musical heritage
are scattered on the Web, and are hard to find, reuse, integrate and combine to extract insights.
These limitations hinder the reusability of datasets in European musical heritage, making them
poorly suited for modern methodologies and frameworks supporting data reuse, for example FAIR
[2]. One way of addressing these limitations is through the use of the so-called Semantic Web
technology stack: a Web data publishing paradigm that relies on Linked Data [3] and ontologies [4] to generate Knowledge Graphs, large data representations that “use a graph-based data
model to capture knowledge in application scenarios that involve integrating, managing and extracting value from diverse sources of data at large scale” [5]. These ontologies and Knowledge
Graphs have been deployed in a number of specific areas of musical data with some success
in their integration, albeit still in a reduced number compared to the overall availability of these
datasets [6]. For example, the Music Ontology [7] and the DOREMUS ontology [8] describe highlevel entities in the musical heritage domain, such as composers, bands, and performances;
other ontologies, such as the Music Score Ontology [9] and the MIDI ontology [10] focus on the
representation of the low-level, fine-grained entities present in symbolic music representations,
such as notes and instruments. Other ontologies provide classes and properties that can be used
for enriching the semantic annotations of an increasing number of specialised datasets. However,
this growing body of work on musical ontologies is highly sparse, with many ontologies not linking or reusing classes or properties from any other; this contributes to increasing the sparseness
of the conceptual space for interlinking music datasets. Consequently, there are two significant
gaps in the current body of musical ontologies and the Polifonia objectives:
1. It is hard to decide what ontological resources can be used to model the music object
1

An additional persona, Sonia, which was added to those of the pilots for the specific purposes of the Sónar demo
(see Chapter 4), whose competency questions overlap approximately at an 80% with personas from the pilots.
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itself2 , and which ones can be used to model its cultural and historical context; as well
as which of those resources have been modelled in previous ontologies, and which ones
need to be engineered from scratch
2. It is hard to assess the differences in the methodologies, purposes and competency questions that were used in the design of those ontologies; therefore complicating their further
integration and compatibility
These gaps are exacerbated by the intrinsic challenge that comes with the formalisation of musical theories that hold valid with independence from cultural and historical contexts, and
the pass of time. Indeed, this is a grand enterprise that is not novel: through the centuries,
various acclaimed music theorists such as Gioseffo Zarlino (1517 – 1590) and Michael Praetorius (1571 – 1621) have established the basis of modern (western) musicological analysis in
various formal frameworks. Moreover, as classical music covers more than 1,000 years of music
repertoires, many concepts on these frameworks have varying semantics with time. For example, the concept of Rondo can invariably designate: (a) 14th century French songs structured
as ABaAabAB; (b) Romantic movements of a piano sonata/concert structured as ABACADA; (c)
18th-19th century farewell airs sung by the Prima donna in operas. Considering that these challenges might be too broad and deep to be solved in a 3-year project, in Polifonia we address
instead specific parts of this time-aware formalisation with certain constraints. First, we do this
under the specific setting of Semantic Web technologies and ontologies, with well-defined
expressivity and limits regarding what aspects of musical theories can be formalised. Second,
we address these challenges with the basic tenet of reusing existing bodies of knowledge
and making them useful for the specific goals of the project, instead of reinventing new ones, by
e.g. proposing representations of the theories of Zarlino/Praetorius as OWL ontologies. Third,
we plan on addressing the problem of change of meaning through time by combining novel
techniques in the Semantic Web, such as temporal knowledge graph models and embeddings
[11, 12], and accompanying ontologies with high-quality documentation in order to support
the users of our tools at making a correct interpretation and use of time-sensitive concepts.
In this deliverable, we report on the advances made around the Polifonia Ontology Network
(PON), a set of networked ontologies designed with the specific purpose of identifying key resources for the separate description of a musical object and its cultural and historical context. To ensure a high degree of integration and reuse of the various components in the PON, we
propose an ontology engineering methodology that focuses on the development and enrichment
of various Ontology Design Patterns that adhere to the eXtreme Design (XD) methodology [13].
In this report, we describe the implementation of XD for the collected requirements, competency
questions, and datasets of Polifonia; we describe the ontology modules of the PON that stem
from the application of the XD methodology to such requirements; and we summarise a two-fold
evaluation based on competency question validation by the Polifonia Music Expert Community
(PMEC) and a use-case in developing a demonstration for the international event Music & AI
organised by the widely known Sónar, an arts, design, and electronic and experimental music
2

In this deliverable we refer to music objects as any representation that conveys the semantics and meaning of a
musical work, such as performances, recordings, musical notations, scores, and so on.
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festival founded in Barcelona that gathers yearly around 126k visitors. Additionally, we report
on the first steps in using the resources developed in the PON to convert and annotate the Polifonia datasets into a first version of the Polifonia Knowledge Graph (PKG) in RDF (Resource
Description Framework) [14] format.
The rest of the report is organised as follows. In Chapter 6 we survey related work in ontology
engineering methodologies, ontologies for musical heritage, and available datasets. In Chapter
2 we describe eXtreme Design as our chosen engineering methodology, as well as its specific
implementation for the particularities of Polifonia. In Chapter 3 we describe the PON, in particular
its creation process using the methodology discussed in 2 and the resulting ontology modules.
In Chapter 4 we propose an evaluation of the PON based on expert validation of competency
questions and a use-case. In Chapter 5 we summarise our steps in using the PON to generate a
preliminary version of the PKG, before we conclude in Chapter 7.

3
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2 Methodology
2.1 eXtreme Design
The development of the Polifonia ontology network and Knowledge Graph (KG) relies on eXtreme
Design. eXtreme Design (XD) has been selected as an ontology engineering methodology since
it provides methodological support for incrementally addressing small sets of requirements and
for minimizing the impact of changes in incremental releases, hence it’s specifically useful for a
project, as Polifonia, which aims at addressing a huge and diverse domain. Moreover, Polifonia’s
ontology engineers team has expertise in building ontologies and ontology networks based on
XD. Finally, eXtreme Design has already been applied to the cultural heritage domain, which gave
also input to some useful extensions [15].
eXtreme Design [16, 17] is an ontology engineering methodology that focuses on, and provides
guidelines for, the reuse of ontology design patterns (ODPs). Ontology patterns provide modelling solutions to recurrent modelling problems: if reused as small template ontologies, they
guarantee a high level of quality of the ontology, and favour its reusability [18]. Being XD an agile
methodology, it is iterative, test-driven, and produces incremental releases, corresponding to different stages of the development. A collaborative development involves 4 teams: (i) a customer
team, which provides the requirements that guide the design and testing steps; (ii) a design team,
which models the ontologies and ODPs; (iii) a testing team, which takes care of testing and validation of the results; (iv) an integration team, which focuses on the integration of the produced
components.
Requirements collection and competency questions. A preliminary step consists in collecting
requirements from the customers, and in engineering them. In XD, requirements are collected in
the form of user stories, which aim at describing by example the kind of facts that the ontology
needs to represent, e.g. “Tosca was performed in Rome on 14 January 2000”. One or more
competency questions (CQs) [19], i.e. questions we want to answer against a knowledge graph,
are derived from a generalisation of the user stories. For instance, from the previous story we
could derive two CQs: “Where was a musical composition performed?” and “When was a musical
composition performed?”.
From CQs to pattern-based ontology engineering. At each iteration, a set of coherent CQs is
selected, and possible existing solutions (ODPs) in ontologies or online catalogues of patterns1 ,
are analysed by matching the respective competency questions in order to find the most suitable
one to be reused, or specialised, in the ontology under development. For instance, the CQs in
the previous paragraph can be generalised in “Where and when a situation took place?”, which

1

Such as ontologydesignpatterns.org
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can be matched to the ODP TimeIndexedSituation2 .
Testing and integration. In the context of the testing activities, CQs are translated into possible SPARQL queries, and the testing team verifies if the developed ontology can answer those
queries. Instead, general constraints (e.g. “A time interval is disjoint with a place”) are tested by
creating sample RDF triples, that are expected to provoke either consistency/coherence errors or
inferences.
Integration tests focus on re-running all previously defined tests and running new integration tests
on the whole ontology. The results of the tests are reported to the design team.
eXtreme Design has been applied to existing projects, including projects in the Cultural Heritage
domain, such as those presented in [20, 21].
In the next two sections we show how we adapted eXtreme Design to Polifonia.

2.2 XD in Polifonia: stories, personas, and competency questions
In eXtreme Design, a story-based approach guides the collection of the project’s requirements.
As defined in the context of Polifonia, a story is a framework for customers to describe their
needs, and is composed of four sections: the persona, the goal, the scenario and the competency
questions (CQs). The persona is a research-based description of a typical user. It contains
attributes such as name, age, occupation, and relevant characteristics of the person such as
their knowledge and skills and their interests. The goal is a short textual description of the goal(s)
that the persona needs to be addressed in the story. The goal(s) is(are) also represented by a
short (maximum 5) list of keywords, to be provided by the customers. The scenario is a story
describing how the persona’s task/need/problem is solved before, during and after interaction
with the resource/software/service being developed. Lastly, the competency questions (CQs)
are question(s) the persona needs the resource/software/service to answer for satisfying their
task/need/problem. Competency questions are the most crucial information that the ontology
engineers retrieve from the stories. These CQs are direct requirements used for the modelling of
modules that shape the ontology network. Nevertheless, personas and scenarios can still play an
important role in ontology engineering in facilitating knowledge engineers a better understanding
of the provenance and original context of competency questions (which are, as mentioned,
the carriers of the requirements for ontology design). A full description of the roles of personas,
scenarios, use-cases, requirements, etc. can be found in deliverable D1.1 Roadmap and pilot
requirements, 1st version [1]
In cooperation with the expert’s community, we have created the profile of 13 personas and
formulated a total of 19 stories following guidelines described here3 . In Figure 2.1 is shown an
excerpt of one story involving the persona Carolina.

2
3

http://ontologydesignpatterns.org/wiki/Submissions:TimeIndexedSituation
https://github.com/polifonia-project/stories
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Figure 2.1: Excerpt of a story of the persona Carolina.

2.3 Analysis of requirements and setting of goals
All the competency questions, collected as described in the previous section, were individually
analysed in order to identify any potential inconsistency that would create potential obstacles
for the ontology design activities. In particular, after a preliminary analysis of the competency
questions across all personas, several inconsistencies emerged.
1. It is common that a CQ is formulated in a way to include vague concepts and undefined
terms. For instance, asserting whether two compositions are “connected” without providing the specific property on which the connection can be established (e.g. similar melodies,
rhythm) does not provide enough context to the ontology design team. Without a more specific definition, it would be virtually impossible to formally express ontological requirements
from these competency questions.
2. CQ can be complex or nested – entailing more than a single requirement as a result of
nested logical operators articulating the question, or implicitly calling for a number of nontrivial operations/steps in order to be addressed. Before being further processed, such
competency questions should be conceptually decomposed/simplified into a number of
atomic CQs that can be associated to basic requirements. For instance, a prototypical CQ
asserting “How is track B connected to C? Can we conclude D?” should be decomposed
into: “How is track B connected to C in terms of Y?” (also note the contextual specification,
as argued before), and “Assuming Z, can we conclude D?”.
3. CQs may not be consistent with each other, as they originate from different personas, use
cases (stories), and were not annotated/produced by the same XD practitioner. Indeed,

6
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a cross-CQ analysis can only be operated at this stage, as any earlier intervention would
potentially bias the interview process and the resulting collection of requirements.
In addition, we also found that CQs may include technical jargon and a level of musical detail that
could not be fully understood by the ontology design team. In these circumstances, searching
technical terms on the Web for clarification, or consulting domain-specific encyclopedic sources
is not always a viable solution, as the context of such terms is usually defined/set within the CQ.
To address these issues, we designed a simple analytical framework where the critical points
of each competency questions were explicitly highlighted in tabular format so as to bring them
to the attention of story creators (the XD practitioners producing CQs from technical interviews)
and domain experts. The reformulation of competency questions is indeed possible if those who
originally contributed them can provide further information and approve changes proposed by the
ontology design team to tackle their issues (1-3).

Figure 2.2: Overview of the analytical framework for CQ resolution: a simple iterative
methodology for improving competency questions from expert feedback.
As shown in Figures 2.2, the technical analysis of CQs is focused on the stories of each persona, and outlines their context (a list of keywords/tags characterising the main concepts/entities
involved), the type of requirements they entail (whether visual or design-oriented), their critical
issues (potential ambiguities and inconsistencies that need to be resolved), and possible relationships with other competency questions (also belonging to other personas). The table also
includes a column called “breakdown” together with additional CQs (those denoted by capital
letters in the former column) that correspond to the resolution of an original CQ suggested by
the ontology design team after the analysis. When prompted to clarify ambiguities and inconsistencies – using the interaction panel in Figure 2.3, a story creator is also asked to verify the
suggested breakdown of complex/nested competency questions. This last operation can be either approved, amended, or rejected with proper justifications4 .
4

In the latter case, the ontology design team will repeat the analysis – using the additional material provided by the
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Figure 2.3: Summary of the action points expected from either, or both, story creators and
domain experts – in relation to a single or a group of competency questions.
In case the ambiguities are relatively technical, and cannot be fully explained and resolved by
the story creator, a domain expert (e.g. a musicologist) is assigned to the corresponding CQ. In
doing so, they can provide relevant material and simple explanations (c.f. Figure 2.3) useful to
clarify the terminology and solve the ambiguity. The same interactive flow with domain experts
is also considered when the ontology design team encounters highly technical terminology and
needs further clarification of such terms within the context of their CQs.
2.3.1 Reusing existing resources
The ontological needs of Polifonia are diverse, and require describing cultural heritage objects
from different contexts, formats, historical periods, and levels of detail. Existing ontologies, outlined in the previous subsection, do not address all the Polifonia requirements collected so far,
thus new modelling solutions are needed. However, there are relevant entities and fragments
from these and other (e.g. DOLCE [22], ontology design patterns [17]) ontologies with valuable,
overlapping knowledge, and thus with a great potential for reuse here.
In Polifonia, the decision on reusing existing ontological resources , instead of creating them
anew, depends on the project requirements, as provided by the pilots in [1]. In other words, the
essential criteria for reusing existing ontological resources (properties, classes, ontology fragments) is whether such a reuse will contribute to the ontology answering one or more competency
questions.
After deciding whether reuse is appropriate, we establish criteria for choosing between a direct
and an indirect reuse [23, 24]. Direct reuse consists in either importing the whole external ontology, or including selected ontology terms, with their original URIs, in a new ontology. Contrarily,
indirect reuse means that relevant entities and patterns from external ontologies are used only
as templates: they are reproduced (and possibly extended) in the local ontology, thus decreasing
the dependency on external ontologies. Both approaches have advantages and disadvantages:
direct reuse can be faster and less laborious (as the engineering work is directly imported), and
can increase the interoperability and semantic capabilities of ontologies. On the other hand, the
evolution of the reused ontologies is outside the control of the ontology engineers that are reusing
them: changes in the original ontologies, or ontologies that are no longer maintained, may cause
inconsistencies and instability in the local ontology. Therefore, as in Polifonia it is essential to
story creator, and iteratively repeat the procedure for the verification of any suggested CQ modification.
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guarantee control and independence of the ontologies to answer the pilot’s competency questions [1], we adopt an indirect reuse. To facilitate further integration and to guarantee a higher
degree of interoperability than provided by simple indirect reuse, we aim at providing alignment
axioms (e.g. through the use of rdfs:subClassOf and rdfs:subPropertyOf) at a later
stage.
Therefore, the process of materialising alignments between the entities defined in the Polifonia
ON and those reused from existing ontologies and patterns is ongoing. Examples of reused
ODPs are TimeIndexedSituation5 – which has been specialised for representing musical performances – and Time Interval 6 , while the ontology model for the recording process and its sessions
is reusing (and will be aligned to) concepts from the Music Ontology.

5
6

http://ontologydesignpatterns.org/wiki/Submissions:TimeIndexedSituation
http://ontologydesignpatterns.org/wiki/Submissions:TimeInterval
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3 Ontology Network
In this Chapter we summarise the work produced by applying the XD methodology to the personas, stories, and requirements derived from the WP1 Pilots [1] in order to create a first version
of the Polifonia Ontology Network. We describe in detail the curation process that followed from
collecting, analysing and normalising requirements into competency questions that can be modelled and satisfactorily answered through various ontology modules. This collection, analysis and
normalisation of competency questions was done in collaboration with a community of domain
experts within Polifonia. This led to the identification and modelling of 10 ontology modules: the
Core module, the Musical Performance module, the Musical Composition module, the Musical
Feature module, the Source module, the Instrument module, the Comparative Measure module,
the Music Emotion module, the Bell module, and the Metadata module.

3.1 From CQs to Ontology Engineering
Using our analytical framework described in Section 2.3, most of the issues emerged from the
competency questions were solved thanks to the active involvement of story creators and domain
experts. A detailed overview of the analytical efforts and outcomes – for all current personas and
a selection of CQs, is reported in Appendix 7 for further analysis.
The improved competency questions resulting from this collaborative and iterative interaction,
could then be translated in clear, atomic and consistent ontological requirements. Considering
the wide diversity of CQs – ranging from general events to musicological interpretations of specific passages in compositions, the first step was to cluster/categorise them in thematic groups.
This process was driven by the description of each CQ’s context – a list of meaningful tags and
keywords describing the main entities and concepts explicitly mentioned or implicitly related in/to
a CQ. All these descriptors were collected during the analysis stage, as outlined in Section 2.3.
Overall, more than 110 unique keywords were identified, which in turn were categorised in 10
thematic groups. The results of this taxonomy directly informed the design of the architecture of
the Polifonia Ontology Network.
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Figure 3.1: Taxonomy of tags collected from the analysis of CQs into thematic groups.

3.2 Description of the Ontology Network
The Polifonia Ontology Network, with all links available in the dedicated repository1 , is currently
composed of 11 ontology modules. A root ontology module (FULL) imports all thematic ontology
modules of the ontology network. Thematic and top-level ontology modules are stored elsewhere
in their own repositories, and linked here. In figure 3.2 we present the Polifonia Ontology Network,
composed by the modules that are described in the following subsections. Table 3.1 contains the
links to the repositories storing the modules, their prefixes – that are used in the following figures,
and references to the stories from which each module takes its requirements. Actual stories can
be found in the stories2 GitHub repository.
3.2.1 The Core Module
This module models general-purpose concepts and relationships (e.g. place, time, classification,
situation) orthogonal to the whole Polifonia ontology network, and is imported by all the other
thematic ontology modules of the network.
Figure 3.3 shows the main classes and relations for modelling places and place-related information. A core:PhysicalSite is an area, a structure (e.g. a building) or a group
of structures where something was, is or will be located. It is a physical site that situ1
2

https://github.com/polifonia-project/ontology-network
https://github.com/polifonia-project/stories
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Figure 3.2: Polifonia Ontology Network.
ates something. The property core:hasAddress relates a physical site to its address,
which is in turn related to its core:AddressComponents, such as the Country and the
City. Any core:GeographicalFeature has a core:Geometry, defining latitude, longitude and altitude. A core:Person is associated with her birth place with the property
core:hasBirthPlace. As in Figure 3.4, we represent a core:TimeInterval by associating it with its start and end time.
3.2.2 The Musical Performance Module
This module models concepts and relationships for representing musical performances and
music-related events.
It already addresses a set of competency questions related to
mp:MusicalPerformances, modelled as time-indexed situations, including the place where,
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Ontology Module

Prefix

Stories

Repository

Full

full:

n/a.

~/ontology-network

Core

core:

n/a.

~/core

Musical Composition

mc:

Carolina#1 - Sources cross analysis

~/musical-composition

Musical Performance

mp:

Carolina#1 - Sources cross analysis
Sonia#1 - Exploration mode
Sonia#2 - ShuffleMode

~/musical-performance

Musical Feature

mf:

Anna#1 - HearingMusic
Keoma#1 - Restoration And Sound Practices
Mark#1 - Folk Music
Sethus#1 - Conflicting Theoretical Interpretations
Sonia#1 - ExplorationMode
Sophia#1 - Musicians and their environment

~/musical-feature

Music Emotion

me:

Ortenz#1 - Music And Childhood
Sophia#1 - Musicians and their environment

~/music-emotion

Bell

bell:

Keoma#1 - Restoration and sound practices

~/bell

Source

src:

Carolina#1 - Sources cross analysis
Keoma#1 - Restoration and sound practices
Ortenz#1 - Music and childhood
Sonia#1 - Exploration mode
Sophia#1 - Musicians and their environment
Sophia#2 - Origins and form

~/source

Instrument

inst:

Carolina#1 - Sources cross analysis
David#1 - MusicHistorian
Mark#2 - Dutch Organs
Sophia#1 - Musicians and their environment

~/instrument

Comparative Measure

cm:

Sonia#1 - Exploration mode
Sonia#2 - ShuffleMode

~/comparative-measure/

Metadata

md:

n/a.

~/metadata

Table 3.1: Overview of the modules in the Polifonia Ontology Network, together with the specific
personas/stories addressed by each of them. In the last column, the first name denotes the
persona, and the number next to the # symbol identifies the story, followed by its title. All the
URL of the corresponding repositories is relative, with respect to the Polifonia codebase at
https://github.com/polifonia-project/.
and time interval when, a musical composition has been performed (for the first time), and the
performers (person, choir, group, etc.) involved with different roles, such as singer or instrument player (see Figure 3.5). A musical performance can be composed of different musical
performances, and this can be represented with the property core:hasPart between musical
performances.
Moreover, the current version includes classes and relationships for representing the activity of
recording a musical performance (see Figure 3.6), with possible sessions (e.g. mixing, recording)
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Figure 3.3: The model for places.

Figure 3.4: The model for time intervals.
and the related recording produced as a result of this activity, with its attributes, such as the title.
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Figure 3.5: Model for musical performances.
3.2.3 The Musical Composition Module
This module models musical compositions and related entities, such as its composer(s), with
the property mc:hasComposer, and its medium of performance (see in Figure 3.7 the class
mc:MediumOfPerformance), intended as the voices and instruments needed to perform a
piece of music. There are compositions with: a) only instruments; b) only voices; c) voices and
instruments. The medium of performance adopted during a specific musical performance can be
different from the one that has been defined by the composer. Moreover, this module represents
the lyrics that can be associated with a musical composition.
3.2.4 The Musical Feature Module
The musical feature module should provide a comprehensive and sound schema to describe a
musical object (a score, an audio track, etc.) in regard to the musical properties that can be
objectively attributed or subjectively identified from it. Hence, musical properties can be assigned
to musical material — the whole composition-performance, or a part of it — as a result of an
interpretation. In addition, it is also worth distinguishing between a musical feature that has
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Figure 3.6: Model for recordings.

Figure 3.7: Model for musical compositions.
been assigned manually (human annotator) or inferred by means of an algorithmic procedure
(computational annotator) — a distinction that we attempt to relate to provenance. As several
concepts need to be modelled in order to enable an exhaustive description of musical material,
this module can grow considerably and further subdivisions (sub-modules) could be identified
from it. For the moment, we will condense and accumulate everything in this module.
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Figure 3.8: Model for chords as musical features.
classical
rock
Atomic genres can come from a
standardised reference system or can be
chosen from a larger set to represent
virtually any possible tag (a la MusicBrainz).

...

mf:AtomicGenre

rdf:type

N

pop
country

mf:hasAtomicGenreBag
1
mf:Genre

1

mf:hasCompoundGenreBag

N

mf:CompoundGenre
e.g. rock-blues

e.g. (rock-blues, country)

http://ontologydesignpatterns.org/wiki/Submissions:Bag

To model bags of items (elements). The Bag is characterized by
a collection that can have multiple copies of each object.

Figure 3.9: Model for genre as a musical feature.
3.2.4.1 TONALITIES ontologies
Several models relating to historical and present-day modal and tonal theory are being developed as part of the TONALITIES pilot. These models are the starting point for classifying musical
works into modal-tonal categories on the basis of an in-depth understanding of their inner or-
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mf:MusicAnnotation

rdfs:subClassOf

mf:hasAnnotation

mf: GlobalAnnotation

rdfs:subClassOf

rdfs:disjointWith

mf: SegmentAnnotation

rdfs:subClassOf

mp: AudioRecording

mf:hasAnnotation

mf: AbsoluteSegmentAnnotation

rdfs:comment

A segment is a non-trivial (proper) partition of a
composition (expressed in metrical terms)or a performance
(expressed in absolute terms) in the temporal dimension.

rdfs:subClassOf

rdfs:disjointWith

mf: MetricalSegmentAnnotation

core:hasTimeInterval

mf:hasMetricalInterval

core: TimeInterval

mf: MetricalInterval

mf:hasAnnotation

rdfs:comment

mc: MusicalComposition

Metrical interval can be specified
in terms of measures or beats.

Figure 3.10: Model for other musical features.
ganisation. The modelling of different theories relating to the same knowledge domain - i.e.
modal-tonal organisation - aims to avoid the limitation to a single "standard" and "global" theoretical perspective, arbitrarily chosen and applied mechanically despite its limited validity (belonging
to a historical period, restricted to certain repertoires, conveying certain ideologies, etc.). The
strategy adopted, outlined in the Sethus story, consists in letting the user apply different models, corresponding to distinct theoretical viewpoints, to observe how these perspectives affect
the modal-tonal understanding of the same musical work. Beyond, this multi-faceted approach
allows for the confrontation of models in order to grasp how theoretical thoughts evolve over time
and space. The alignment of these ontologies then shows how concepts – for example mode,
ionian on D, transposition, cadence, chord, etc. – evolve while the words to denote them remain
the same and, conversely, how certain concepts can remain identical while their names differ.
At the present stage, two historical theories are available: Zarlino 1558 and Praetorius 1619 (with
about 2500 axioms, 500 classes and 100 object properties each). The Praetorius model has been
presented [25] and applied [26, 27] in former works. Initial tests have been undertaken during the
last weeks to infer the mode of individual works from these models using a reasoner (HermiT).
Furthermore, a set of functions has been developed to allow the comparison of the models, both
at the class level and at the property level and to measure their differences and overlaps (see
Figure 3.11). In the coming months, it is planned to test the two models on larger corpora, to
extend the modelling to contemporary modal-tonal theories, and to make these models available
through a dedicated interface.
3.2.5 The Source Module
The Source module models concepts and relationships for representing sources of (musicrelated) information. It aims to provide information about the creator of the source, the type
of the source, the time and place when and where it was created, the context of production and
context of usage, the subject, the goal and the source credibility. Currently, the conceptualisation of the module is based on bibliographical sources only, but we are considering extending to
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Figure 3.11: Models for the historical theories of Zarlino and Praetorius.
multimedia sources (image, sound, video) as well. In this case, we would also acknowledge new
types of information that need to be added to the module, for instance file format description,
encoding, licence, copyright, language, etc.
While modelling we have also identified a possible pattern describing source production, that can
be applied for different types of sources (see Figure 3.12). This pattern covers information about
the source itself, the time interval when it was produced, the place where it was produced and
the agents that participated in the production of the source with their respective roles.
3.2.6 The Instrument Module
The Instrument module is created to describe musical instruments, their categorisation into instrument families and groups, and their technical properties. Considering that an important part
of the this module is the representation of the categorisation of the instruments, with the help of
domain experts we have surveyed several reputable categorisations that are described below.
The categorisations that we have surveyed are Hornbostel–Sachs3 , Musical Instrument Museums Online4 (MIMO), Virtual Encyclopedia of World Instruments5 (VEWI), Oxford Music Online,
Music Instrument classification by Wikipedia6 and also categorisations based on datasets like MusicBrainz7 . Hornbostel–Sachs is a system of musical instrument classification devised by Erich
Moritz von Hornbostel and Curt Sachs. It is the most widely used system for classifying musical
instruments by ethnomusicologis and organologists. The categorization in MIMO is an updated
3

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hornbostel%E2%80%93Sachs
https://mimo-international.com/MIMO/instrument-families.aspx
5
http://www.instrumentsdumonde.fr/famille/familles.html
6
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Musical_instrument_classification
7
https://musicbrainz.org/instruments
4
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Figure 3.12: Model for source production.
version of the Hornbostel-Sachs categorization system. The categories of the instruments are:
• Wind instruments
• Percussion instruments
• Stringed instruments
• Keyboard instruments
• Mechanical instruments
• Electronic instruments
• Mirlitons
• Other instruments
While, in the VEWI, the categorisation is more general and it includes the following categories:
woodwind, keyboard, string, brass and percussion instruments. Instruments are also distinguished by the way the sound is produced. Thus, we find cordophones (strings), membranophones (certain percussions), idiophones (the sound is produced by their material), aerophones (brass and woodwinds) and electrophones (digital keyboards for example). In addition,
the Oxford Music Online introduces a new category of instruments that is corporeal techniques
(body sounds) that include chest beating, finger snapping, overtone singing, tongue clicking, ululation, whispering, singing, etc. This new category provides argumentation that it is acceptable
to include the human voice in the instrument module. Moreover, we have investigated related
existing ontologies [28] that describe instruments. The problem with these ontologies is the fact
that there are no other properties describing instruments besides the categorisation, which in
consequence classifies the ontology more like a taxonomy.
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Figure 3.13: Model for sources.
Regarding the module itself, the requirements tackle the world of instruments in different perspectives and in order to make this module more inclusive we have created a new story, named
Re-orchestration8 , for Sophia which deals with the categorisation of the instruments. For the
modelling of the module, we have reused and specialised the LinnaeanTaxonomy9 pattern
which is content ontology design pattern represents the layered classification of the animal kingdom. Even though the domain where this pattern is originally applied to is different from the
instrument domain, it can easily be adapted since the core idea of the pattern is classification of
objects based on hierarchy. Therefore, we have by specialising this pattern, we have identified
the classes of the categorisation that are instrument family, instrument group and
instrument. Furthermore, in the module we have represented technical information of instruments such as timbre, pitch, dynamic range, notation, and historic information such
as builder, material inventor, place and time interval of invention/production.
3.2.7 The Comparative Measure Module
The Comparative Measure models observations and measures applied to comparative analysis, such as similarities. The module shows great potential for representing novel computed
information such as harmonic similarity, complete lyric similarity and line lyric similarity between
8

https://github.com/polifonia-project/stories/blob/main/Sophia:%20Musicologist/
Sophia%233_Reorchestration.md
9
http://ontologydesignpatterns.org/wiki/Submissions:LinnaeanTaxonomy
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Figure 3.14: Model for instruments.
two musical pieces, source credibility, etc. Thus far, we have defined a general pattern for this
module which can be applied for distinct types of similarities. In figure 3.15 we introduce the specialisation of the pattern to represent the harmonic similarities between recordings of two musical
pieces. Common information that is presented in all types of similarities are the similarity
function, encoding, similarity score, recordings that are involved in the similarity
computation. While in the case of the harmonic similarity, there is the time interval that
is specific to this specialisation because it represents the exact time interval where a harmonic
similarity is detected between two musical pieces.
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Figure 3.15: Model for harmonic similarity.
3.2.8 The Music Emotion Module
The music emotion module should provide (a first version can be found in Figure 3.16) a comprehensive and sound schema to describe emotions both perceived and induced by a composition
in regard to the musical features. Hence, emotions can be assigned to musical material — the
whole composition-performance, or a part of it — as a result of an interpretation. Before establishing whether a connection between emotion and interpretation is needed, there is a need to
further understand which kinds of data (EEG signals, melodic patterns, facial expressions, verbal
or textual sources) each of these types of emotion have as “evidence”.
3.2.9 The Bell Module
The Bell module aims at modelling the historical bells heritage, which includes both tangible
heritage (bells, bell towers) and intangible heritage (performing practices, oral transmission of
knowledge). The main entities that will be represented in this module are:
• the bell, with its physical characteristics (e.g. material(s) and dimensions) and historical
information;
• the bell tower, which is a tower that contains one or more bells to enable them to be heard
at a distance when rung, with physical characteristics and location information;
• the performing practices, that include gestures, instruments and body parts involved for
ringing one (or more than one) bell;
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Figure 3.16: Model for music emotions.
• the bell-ringer and bell-ringing repertoires, as collections of pieces that a specific bellringing community traditionally performs.
3.2.10 The Metadata Module
To conclude, it is worth noticing that not only the Polifonia ON permits to model musical objects
and their connections to cultural heritage artifacts, but it is expressive enough to provide a common standard for publishing and sharing music datasets on the Web. As argued in Section ??,
the lack of standards for releasing music data is indeed an open problem in the field of music
information retrieval (MIR), with direct consequences on the final use of music datasets despite
the considerable value of these resources. By leveraging the ontological ecosystem we are currently developing, Polifonia ON’s classes and relationships will be reused to formally describe the
collection and content metadata of arbitrary music datasets, together with their annotations (c.f.
Section ??). Although this particular use case does not currently address any competency questions explicitly, a metadata module would play a crucial role for the integration of MIR datasets –
one of the main goals of the INTERLINK pilot. In fact, the ability to integrate music datasets would
consistently contribute to the inclusion of data in the resulting KG, thereby providing diverse musical material and especially – expert annotations of musical features (chord progressions, local
and global keys, structural segments, musical patterns, etc.) that would otherwise be hard to find
or retrieve elsewhere with such a level of specificity and quality.
From a technical perspective, the metadata module will make extensive use of the other modules in the ON – by importing relevant classes and relations from them, and complement the
latter with additional constructs needed to express further concepts at the metadata level (e.g.
license attribution, curators, etc.) as well as relating them in the context of music collections (e.g
a musical feature as an annotation type rather than an actual annotation). Overall, the musical performance and composition modules will be central to describe the content metadata of a
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dataset, whereas the musical feature module will serve classes and relationship to formally express the specific annotations a collection may provide. In this way, music datasets can already
be connected at both the metadata and the annotation level – ready to be integrated within the
same data infrastructure.

3.3 Reproducibility and FAIRness
As outlined in the beginning of the chapter, the development of each module in the Polifonia Ontology Network has already started to comply with open source best practises and standards.
More precisely, although the actual release of the Polifonia Ontology Network is out of the scope
of this report (and will be covered in future deliverables), each ontology module is currently maintained in a publicly available repository on GitHub (c.f. Table 3.1) and managed by one or more
ontology designers. The modular design and the open source nature of the ontology network
promotes both the reuse of components, as well as the creation of a community actively involved
in the revision, improvement, and extension of the ontology modules. Not only this allows to
continuously collect expert feedback within Polifonia and from the research community to a larger
extent, but it will also simplify the implementation of the Data Management Plan when data from
the pilots will be used to instantiate the Polifonia Knowledge Graph (c.f. Section 5). The Polifonia
Knowledge Graph will adhere to the data publishing paradigm of Linked Data [3], and therefore
be compliant with well-known data publishing practices like FAIR [2] (meaning data will be provided in a way that is Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Reusable). This includes the fact
that provenance information will always be included at all stages to trace the origin of data from
each pilot and from each source. Since the PKG will be mostly implemented via Semantic Web
technologies and Linked Data [3], provenance information will adhere to well-known standards
such as W3C PROV [29] and nanopublications [30].
In sum, as the automatic methods developed for ontology testing and ontology validation will also
be publicly released, the entire workflow – from the design and the evaluation of the ontologies,
to the creation of the Polifonia Knowledge Graphs, will be entirely reproducible.
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4 Evaluation
We follow well-established methodologies in the Semantic Web for ontology evaluation [31], which
concerns the assessment of ontologies with respect to their usability, domain coverage, etc; and
ontology testing [32]. To evaluate the modules of the Polifonia Ontology Network shown in the
previous Chapter we propose a two-fold evaluation. First, we rely on the testing methodology of
XD [13] and run tests on the generated competency questions (see Chapter 3) to assess whether
the ON can provide valid answers to them or not. We do this with two important considerations: (i)
that we aim at automating this testing and validation process of CQs; and (ii) that these CQ validation must be done with the expert knowledge of the Polifonia music expert community (PMEC).
Second, we describe a use-case based evaluation, in which we used a part of the ON as a modelling tool to exchange and integrate datasets for the demo the project showed at the AI & Music
festival at the Sónar International Music Festival on 27-28 October 2021.
It is important to consider that these are only the first evaluation efforts on the ON, and that the
project has further tasks and deliverables that aim specifically at providing robust evidence for
this evaluation; concretely (and not limited to):
• Deliverable D2.4: Methods for interlinking knowledge graphs, 1st version due on M18
• Deliverable D2.7: Ontology testing and evaluation report, 1st version, due on M18
• Deliverable D2.2: Ontology-based knowledge graphs for music objects, 2nd version (next
version of this deliverable) due on M30

4.1 CQ driven evaluation
The eXtreme Design provides the methodology for testing which includes three types of tests
that need to be conducted: (1) Competency question verification, (2) Inference verification, and
(3) Error provocation tests. Competency question verification consists in the reformulation of
the competency questions from natural language to SPARQL queries and running them against
the ontology using a toy dataset which is supposed to include the expected result of the query.
Inference verification tests are used to check the inferences over the ontologies, by comparing the
expected inferences to the actual ones. Lastly, error provocation is a stress test of the ontology to
verify how the ontology reacts when it is fed with erroneous facts or boundary data. To formulate
and execute the tests, ontology testers, that have not been involved with the modelling of the
module, are assigned in pairs for each module. The protocol that is followed for the testing of the
ontologies based on XD is presented in figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Testing methodology in XD.
4.1.1 Towards testing automation in XD
In this subsection we present the work progress regarding the testing automation, part of the task
2.5 of this work package. The work consists on developing a GitHub action for the automation of
the construction, running and documentation of tests. The first type of test that is being automated
is the competency question verification. The automation is based on five main actions which
complete different tasks, such as:
1. Environment setup
2. Input crosscheck
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3. Test case construction
4. Running of the test
5. Report/Document the test
GitHub actions provide an interesting infrastructure for the automation of the testing, which is
currently a manually executed job. There are several challenges that we are facing such as the
refinement of the XD testing methodology to accommodate automation, and the involvement of
the ontology engineers in providing input during an Action run. Technically speaking, the latter is
a major challenge because it defies the purpose of the automation which is to not include users
in the process. We need to do so because we need input from the engineers about the tests that
need to be executed. Nonetheless, the state of the project, where selected modules are stable
for testing, offers the perfect environment to test the automation and collect new requirements for
continuous development.
4.1.2 Polifonia music expert community (PMEC)
Despite the fact that the evaluation of the PON will be certainly performed through the pilots and
their demonstrators, and that ontology testing [32] (which is different from ontology evaluation
[31]) as shown in the previous section can partially serve as evaluation as part as domain coverage is concerned; we have also laid the foundations for the Polifonia music expert community
(PMEC). This community has the objective of driving, orienting, and refining the proposal of requirements from the pilots, and a key role as evaluators of the PON. Despite their participation
in some analysis of CQs, the role of the PMEC is to strictly act as evaluators of the PON. The
PMEC community leader will make sure that all personas have been assigned to musicologists
who are experts on the particular topic addressed by the story. During the ontology design activities, each module in the ontology network will be assigned to an ontology designer (a person
in our team) and to an expert team for testing (an expert team includes both a music expert and
an ontology designer). Periodically, the testing team will stress and criticise the module’s work to
ensure that concepts and relationships are sound and well-defined. Nevertheless, an ontology
designer might struggle with some concepts requiring a strong music background. To address
this problem, we will have a mailing list and a Discord channel. In this way, we won’t slow down
the ontology design activities as the ontology designer’s request can be timely sorted out by the
experts. In conclusion, the PMEC members have three main areas of responsibility:
1. Story involvement Assignment of a story to each expert, based on domain of expertise.
Tasks include analysis of competency questions.
2. Module-based involvement Assignment of an ontology module to each expert for evaluation. Task focused on criticising the module’s work to ensure that concepts and relationships
are sound and well-defined.
3. "On-demand" involvement Respond to mailing list and Discord channel for asynchronous
solving of doubts by the ontology design task force.
The domain expert community has been involved with the creating of the stories and the formulation of the competency question, from the beginning of the project. Considering the experience
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throughout this first year, we are working towards the involvement of the music experts as proponents of requirements, and not the involvement in the formulation of competency questions.
Music experts will provide examples of data that they need to be represented in the Polifonia
ontology network and knowledge graph, and from which competency questions can be derived.
This task will be solely responsibility of the ontology engineers, who consistently work with the
XD methodology. They can ensure that the practices of XD are followed strictly and most importantly that the requirements are precise and in no need for further analysis or clarification from
the music experts.
This community is under the development, and we are currently in the process of developing
an interaction framework with effective communication channels to coordinate and keep track of
the experts’ activities. It is indeed crucial to ensure that the background of music experts is line
with the subjects/topics of each ontology module, so that their knowledge and involvement are
leveraged to the fullest.

4.2 Use case: Sonar

(a) Settings of the Sonar App

(b) The Sonar App displaying
information on a Beatles’ song

Figure 4.2: The Sonar Demo App
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The Polifonia consortium committed to a demonstration of Polifonia technology at the AI and
Music festival by SONAR1 in October 2021 in Barcelona. This presented an excellent opportunity
to demonstrate the benefits of knowledge graph creation/integration and knowledge extraction for
the musical community.
The Sonia persona2 profile was the basis for the SONAR experiment, in which a music recommender demo was developed. Three datasets were selected: Isophonics [33], Audio-aligned
jazz harmony dataset (JAAH) [34] and Schubert Winterreise [35], to provide a diverse selection
of music. Additional facts, relations and metadata were obtained from Wikidata3 , Songfacts, SecondHandSongs4 and Genius5 . The music itself was analysed for harmonic and lyric similarity.
An app was created that allowed the user to listen to music from the combined datasets. While
playing a specific musical piece, links to related pieces of music appeared, based on locations in
common, and similarity of harmonics and lyrics. The user could then add these pieces to their
playlist to listen to later.
The focus of WP2 was on modelling and testing the ontology modules required to represent these
multiple, diverse data sources in a common Knowledge Graph in such a way that related music
could be discovered. The Comparative Measure and Musical Performance modules developed
for the Ontology Network were extended and refactored for this purpose. Building the demo
provided the opportunity to run through the entire eXtreme Design methodology, from CQ based
requirements collection through to testing and integration.
The key benefits of the music recommender compared with existing recommenders’ functionality
were:
• Links were based on objective relations between music as opposed to subjective links, such
as what other users also listened to.
• Links were motivated, so the user knew on what basis a piece of music was recommended.
• Links included provenance information, so the user could examine the underlying data used
to generate the links.
These benefits are a direct result of the knowledge graph approach, using ontologies to model
relations explicitly, transparently and meaningfully, as opposed to a black-box AI approach.
The work was focused around beginning the development of three "intelligent agents" envisioned
as artificially intelligent bots. Each of the agents focuses on discovering knowledge of a specific
type: one focuses on detecting places and location-related knowledge, another one on detecting
similarities between recordings based on the text of their lyrics, and a third one on detecting
similarities between recordings based on harmonic similarities by comparing chord progressions
in the pieces.
The location agent, provides notes to the user about geographical or social places that are in
1

https://www.starts.eu/agenda/aimusic-festival-sonar-cccb/detail/
https://github.com/polifonia-project/stories/tree/main/Sonia:%20Playlist%
20User
3
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Main_Page
4
https://secondhandsongs.com/
5
https://genius.com/
2
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some way connected to the recording playing, such as the place where it was recorded, edited,
and mixed at, as well as the birth place of its artist. This data was collected from MusicBrainz6 ,
Wikidata7 and SongFacts8 .
The lyrics similarity agent provides notes to the user letting them know about other recordings that
have similar lyrics to the recording playing. This data was collected from Genius9 and SongFacts
, and the lyrics similarity was based on state-of-the-art algorithms in the field of Natural Language Processing (NLP). More specifically, to calculate this similarity, all the lyrics of the songs in
the dataset were converted into embeddings using LASER10 . On these embeddings the cosine
similarity was then calculated, both at the level of the whole song, and comparing sentence by
sentence. .
The harmonic similarity agent provides notes to the user letting them know about other recordings that have similar chord progressions to the recording playing. This data was provided directly from the datasets chosen for this experiment, namely Isophonics [33] for pop-rock music,
Audio-aligned jazz harmony dataset (JAAH) [34] for jazz music, and Schubert Winterreise [35]
for classical music. , and similarity was calculated using a function specifically designed for this
project. In particular, the chords of each song were transposed in the same key, then decomposed into their constituent notes and transformed into numerical values. N-grams were then
calculated to identify only those harmonic sub-sequences that were repeated at least once within
the song. Then the similarity was calculated by comparing the sub-sequences of all the songs.
The data used by the Sonar App was first of all transformed into RDF, more precisely into
Turtle RDF serialisation. To do this, some of the modules of the Polifonia ON were used,
namely: the Core Module, the Comparative Measure Module, the Musical Performance Module, the Musical Composition Module, and the Musical Feature Module. All three agents rely
on the Musical Performance module to refer to particular musical pieces, more specifically
the class mp:MusicalPerformance which is in relation with the classes core:Agent and
core:Place, respectively describing the performer of the piece and the place of the performance. In addition, some classes of the Musical Performance Module are used to represent the
recording of the performance, such as the classes mp:Recording and mp:Release, which
describe the cataloguing information of a release and the recordings contained therein. The
classes mp:Session and mp:SessionType describe the specific sessions and their types
(Recording Session, Mixing Session, etc.).
To represent the harmonic and textual similarity, the Comparative Measure module was designed and developed.
For the harmonic similarity, the central class
is cm:HarmonicSimilarity, which relates it through the object properties
cm:hasEncoding and cm:hasSimilarityFunction to the classes cm:Encoding
and cm:SimilarityFuncion, which describe the encoding and the similarity function used
to obtain a certain similarity value, expressed by the datatype property cm:similarityScore.
6

https://musicbrainz.org/
https://www.wikidata.org/
8
https://www.songfacts.com/
9
https://genius.com/
10
https://github.com/yannvgn/laserembeddings
7
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Each harmonic similarity therefore takes into account exactly two entities belonging to the class
cm:ChordProgressionInSimilarity, which groups the similarity information related to
each track. This information consists of the song itself, the harmonic sequence that links the
song to another and the temporal information related to the harmonic sequence, expressed
by the classes mp:Recording, mf:ChordProgression and core:TimeInterval,
respectively.
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5 Towards the Polifonia Knowledge Graph
The Polifonia Knowledge Graph uses the ontologies of the PON to annotate and interlink large
European music collections as a Knowledge Graph. The results of this task will be reported at a
later stage in deliverable D2.4: Methods for interlinking knowledge graphs – 1st version. Here,
we provide a preliminary summary of ongoing efforts.
Having a comprehensive overview of the landscape of musical data that can be accessed (Section 6.3), together with the ontological ecosystem to represent their content at different levels –
from metadata and sub-collections (e.g. album, release), to individual instances of tracks, compositions, artists, and so forth – is a fundamental precondition for the creation of knowledge graphs.
According to the scope and the organisation of the project, datasets will also be contributed by
the different pilots in Polifonia. For those released as Linked Open Data, using the Polifonia ontology network, whereas datasets provided in different formats (e.g. CSV, JSON, etc.) need to be
first semantically described before any integration is possible. Therefore, starting from the pilots,
the creation of the Polifonia KG is organised in the two steps outlined as follows.

5.1 From pilot datasets to a Knowledge Graph
If all music collections were provided according to a unique standard, regulating the publication
of musical resources on the Web, their integration within the same model and data infrastructure
would be simple to implement with current methods – especially if data is described using Semantic Web technologies. However, not all the data collections used within the project Polifonia
are provided with the same standard, structure, and format. To overcome this issue, we decided
first of all to organise all the data used in the project in a unique directory. Hence, we created
a GitHub repository1 that contains references to all the data collection used. For each of the
collection, we create a folder in the directory containing all the information about the dataset,
such as the license, the type of data contained, and the instructions for downloading the data.
Moreover, each of the dataset folder contains the metadata of the dataset (if available), together
with the additional metadata extracted using an external tool such as Cornucopia, a toolkit for
enriching and integrating information on Music Information Retrieval (MIR) datasets. The dataset
folder will contain different types of data that can be generalised as following: Linked data and
other formats. The fist category groups all the resources already encoded triples (and hence
in any of the available rdf serialisation). In this case, the data will be aligned to the Polifonia
Ontology Network, searching for equivalences and similarities. On the other side, for the data
not encoded RDF, we will need to encode them according following the schema proposed by the
Polifonia Ontology Network. Technically, the creation of the KG as output of this conversion using
1

Datasets repository available at: https://github.com/polifonia-project/datasets
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the ontological specifications, will be implemented with SPARQL Anything [36], a state of the art
system for Semantic Web re-engineering that allows users to query arbitrary files (with SPARQL)
and granularly convert the results of these queries to KG elements.

5.2 Enriching and interlinking music datasets
The next step is to extend the Polifonia Knowledge Graph and inter-link pilots’ datasets – by leveraging online music catalogues, ad-hoc collections, and music-related resources, and exploiting
state of the art methods for entity linbking and computational methods for music similarity. Online
music catalogues include MusicBrainz2 , Discogs3 , and Muziekweb4 , to name a few. In the same
vein, music-related databases like Genius, SongFacts, and SecondHandSongs also provide heterogeneous sources of information contextually related to artists, composers, tracks, and lyrics.
In addition, a number of datasets in music information retrieval (MIR) (c.f. Section 6.3.2) can provide high-quality annotations of musical features – including melodic and rhythmic patterns, chord
progressions, musical structures, cadence points, tonalities, etc. – contributed by musicologists
and music experts. All this data is particularly appealing considering the scope of Polifonia.
To leverage all this heterogeneous and diverse amount of data, we are developing a modular
system that interacts on-request with these collections to find, match and link content related to
a given content metadata of a dataset (a list of pieces of tracks it covers) and uses state of the
art methods for Semantic Web re-engineering to extend the Polifonia Knowledge Graph.
Following the former step, all the different datasets harmonised within the same KG are then compared with each other. The goal here is to establish links across these (now enriched/extended)
datasets according to whether they share common entities or musical properties. In particular,
this will be implemented at two levels: alignments between vocabularies will define new links
between the various collections; additional links will be established based on their harmonic,
melodic, rhythmic and structural similarities, whenever the music is available in either symbolic
or audio formats (scores, recordings, etc.). Concerning the second level of interlinking, a first
implementation of harmonic similarity – which will be used to link pairs of musical objects sharing
non-trivial harmonic properties, has been developed in synergy with WP3 as documented in [37]
(Chapter 6).

2

https://musicbrainz.org
https://www.discogs.com
4
https://www.muziekweb.nl
3
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6 Related Work
The related work consists of ontology engineering methodologies, existing ontologies that partly
encode the domains entailed by the pilots and requirements that we build on [1], and existing
datasets conveying such requirements in practical settings from the Polifonia consortium and the
Music Information Retrieval (MIR) community.

6.1 Ontology engineering methodologies
Various ontology engineering methodologies have been proposed over the years. More recently,
due to the inception of the Web and an increasingly connected world, the focus of ontology engineering methodologies has moved towards collaborative ontology engineering [38]. This section
provides a high-level summary of the most important ontology engineering methodologies.
Uschold and King (1995). In [39], Unschold and King propose a set of requirements for a
methodology for building ontologies, which include the following stages: 1) identify Purpose; 2)
building the ontology (ontology capture, ontology coding); 3) integrating existing ontologies; 4)
evaluation; 5) documentation. However, they assert that “it may not be necessary to identify
competency questions before building the ontology”1 , thus not providing a supporting tool for
collecting the requirements, and no clear guidelines nor methods are defined for the evaluation
step.
METHONTOLOGY defines a development process that involves the specification, conceptualization, formalization, implementation, and maintenance steps [40]. It refers to [39] for the requirements elicitation step, needed for conceptualizing the domain, and it does not recommend best
practices for the ontology development, besides reusing and integrating existing ontologies.
DILIGENT. This ontology engineering methodology [41] comprises the following main activities,
which can involve both domain experts, users, knowledge and ontology engineers: building an
initial ontology; local adaptation by the users; analysis and revision of the changes and feedback
collected from the users; local update once a new version of the ontology is officially released.
This methodology takes into account collaborative aspects and the involvement of different stakeholders. However, it does not provide any guidelines for the design of the ontology, and is not
test-oriented.
eXtreme Design. This agile ontology engineering methodology [16, 17] focuses on, and provides guidelines for, the reuse of ontology design patterns (ODPs), i.e. small reusable modelling

1

A competency question is a question, which translates a modelling issues, and that the ontology needs to be able
to answer to.
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solutions to recurrent modelling problems. It is iterative and incremental, involves different actors
and teams, and is strongly test-based. You can find more details in Section 2.1.
NEON. The NEON ontology engineering methodology does not prescribe a rigid workflow, but
instead it suggests a variety of pathways for developing ontologies [42]. To do this, it proposes
nine scenarios and further guidelines for reach of them for building ontology networks and general
knowledge resources. These scenarios stem from all possible combinations between implementing ontologies from specifications from scratch without reuse, and reusing (or not), re-engineering
(or taking as they are), merging (or keeping separate), restructuring, and localizing existing ontological and non-ontological resources and ontology design patterns. On the basis of this, NEON
proposes two ontology network life cycle models.
SAMOD. The Simplified Agile Methodology for Ontology Development2 [43] is an agile methodology that supports the development of an ontology by means of several small and iterative steps
involving both domain experts and ontology engineers. The 3 iterative steps are: 1) development
of a modelet formalising a specific (sub)domain, based on a motivation scenario, with the respective test case; 2) merge of the new modelet with the current model; 3) refactoring of the whole
new model. The release of a new milestone at each iteration depends on whether all tests are
passed. Additionally, SAMOD defines a set of principles that should guide the ontology design,
such as using self-explanatory names for the ontology entities and taking into consideration existing ontologies and ontology design patterns. However, it does not provide explicit guidelines
nor support for the requirements elicitation and ontology testing steps.

6.2 Survey on available ontologies
Ontologies play a vital role in the representation and management of knowledge, by providing
common vocabularies to describe resources and express requests. In the last two decades
several ontologies have been developed for diverse music-related applications, dealing with both
symbolic notations and audio signals at different levels of specificity.
Ontologies play a vital role in the representation and management of knowledge, by providing
common vocabularies to describe resources and express requests. As outlined in Table 6.2, in
the last two decades several ontologies have been developed for diverse music-related applications, dealing with both symbolic notations and audio signals at different levels of specificity.
Some ontologies have been designed for describing high-level music-related information, such
as the The Music Ontology [7] and the DOREMUS Ontology [8]. One application of Semantic
Technologies to the musical field is the ETree project [44], which consists on a linked data set
exposing meta-data from the Internet Archive Live Music Archive, containing over 17,000,000
triples describing 100,000 performances by 4,000 artists.
Other ontologies describe musical notation, both from the music score and the symbolic points
of view. For example, the MIDI Linked Data Cloud [10] proposes the interconnection of symbolic
music descriptions encoded in MIDI format, and the CHARM ontology [45] aims to describe
2

https://essepuntato.it/samod/
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musical structures based on the CHARM specifications. The Music Theory Ontology (MTO) [46]
aims to describe theoretical concepts related to a music composition, while The Music Score
Ontology (Music OWL) [9] represents similar concepts with a focus on music sheet notation.
Finally, the Music Notation Ontology [47] focuses on the core “semantic” information present
in a score. Other ontologies aim to describe specific aspects of the musical domain, such as
the Chord Ontology, the Tonality Ontology, the Temperament Ontology [48], and the Segment
Ontology [49].
Other works describe audio signals or the procedures used to produce them, like The Audio Features Ontology [50], The Studio Ontology [51], and The Audio Effects Ontology [52]. Similarly,
the Computational Analysis of the Live Music Archive (CALMA) [53] project aims to link metadata of music tracks with computational analyses of these recordings through feature extraction,
clustering and classification.
Additionally, ontologies have been used to model listeners’ habits and music tastes, as well as
similarities between different musical pieces. The COMUS Ontology aims to represent users’
musical preferences and context [54]. Similarly, other ontologies were developed for music recommendation systems, as the Uniemotion: the Emotion Ontology [55] and the Similarity Ontology
[56]. Finally, the Mobile audio ontology is a semantic audio framework for the design of novel music consumption experiences on mobile devices [57].
However, these ontologies focus on only some of the elements of musical content. However, music consists of a dense connected network of heterogeneous elements (harmony, melody, lyrics,
cultural information, etc.) that concert with each other. In contrast, many of these ontologies
were developed as stand-alone projects, with few alignments to existing ontologies of the same
domain. Moreover, most ontologies are outdated projects: 47% were developed more than 10
years ago, while 70% are more than 5 years old. Most importantly, many projects and ontologies
appear not to be longer maintained nor well documented, with some of the URIs unavailable,
which hinders their reuse. The Polifonia project aims to tackle these problems by proposing a
network of ontologies that can integrate heterogeneous elements related to the musical content
into a modular yet unified architecture.
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6.3 Survey on available datasets
To ensure that the ontology design is aligned with the music datasets publicly available on the
Web, a series of activities were carried out to: (i) align with the data collections used in Polifonia’s
pilots; (ii) overview the current datasets in the field of Music Information Retrieval (MIR), considering the high-quality annotations provided by such sources; and (ii) prioritise the music collections
contributed by the Polifonia consortium – to ensure that the in-house expert knowledge on these
particular repositories is leveraged as a peculiar asset of the project. Each of these activities is
described in the following subsections.
6.3.1 Datasets from Polifonia’s pilots
The first goal was addressed through a detailed analysis of the dataset survey initially carried out
in the WP1 data survey [1], with the aim of verifying whether the musical context set by the pilots
was in line with the competency questions used for requirement collection. The outcome of this
analysis raised several technical concerns regarding the plausibility of a subset of competency
questions in light of the available data and the state of the art in computational music analysis.
This allowed to refine some of the competency questions according to the analytical framework
described in Section 2.3, thereby achieving a preliminary alignment among WP2 – as technology
provider of the ontological ecosystem and for the transformation of data into knowledge graphs,
and Polifonia’s pilots. Furthermore, to further align with the latest work carried out in the pilots,
WP2 will receive a specific data samples taken from the collections these pilots are actually using.
6.3.2 Datasets in Music Information Retrieval
During the last 20 years, the field of MIR has seen the introduction of an unprecedented number
of music datasets, enabling researchers to train and evaluate algorithms for several tasks, from
chord recognition and beat detection, to source separation and mood detection. Concerning
the second line of activities, we conducted an in-depth literature review involving more than 200
datasets that have been extensively used to accommodate a wide variety of MIR tasks. The
motivation behind this literature review twofold: first of all it aims at collecting diverse high-quality
data and annotations related to the musical content, and secondly, it aims to understand the
limitations of the datasets under analysis and how the Polifonia Ontology Network can help to
address them.
From a metodological point of view, our survey is organised in such a way as to describe/catalogue music datasets based on their collection metadata – a list of fields that are
usually expected to be found, either implicitly (from websites, files, manuscripts, additional material) or explicitly (stored in a single file) from an MIR collection. In this way, taxonomies can be
created from our survey based on these fields, which are individually described as follows.
Music media type(s) If the dataset explicitly provides any musical content, this field is used to
describe whether such content is either in audio or symbolic format. A collection can also
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provide tracks of both formats, which is becoming a prominent trend in the literature [35].
Duration The approximate duration of each tracks (in seconds), in case the collection does not
provide full-length audio recordings (the release of audio clips/excerpts is common for audio datasets, as the complete audio material may not be shareable due to copyright). For
instance, the popular music with emotional annotations (PMEmo) dataset [61] provides audio excerpts of chorus sections (as this is copyrighted material), whereas full-length tracks
are directly available in the Jamendo collection [62].
Audio format The audio format of the musical material, if full or partial recordings are provided,
e.g. MP3, WAV, FLAC. More choices are plausible depending on the collection.
Symbolic format The symbolic format of the musical material, if a valid digital representation of
musical scores, related to a notated composition or a transcribed performance. Common
options include, but are not limited to MIDI, MusicXML, MEI, although the former is generally
more popular considering the high availability of musical data in this format [63].
Other media In addition, or in alternative, to the musical material, datasets might also provide
additional information and artifacts related to the musical objects. For example, audio features (e.g. Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients, chromagrams) are usually provided when
recordings cannot be released [64], although collections can also release complementary
information such as the rank of tracks on music charts (e.g. Billboard) [65].
Records The number of music pieces covered by the collections (compositions and/or performances), regardless of the availability of the corresponding musical material. This number
can vary from small collections of 25 compositions [35] or 50 performances [66], to large
scale datasets providing more than a million tracks [67].
Genres Music datasets have a tendency to specialise on music belonging to a narrow selection
of genres and styles, to make them more consistent with the kind of analysis enabled by the
data and the annotations they provide (e.g. the adherence to musical form is generally more
strict in classical music compared to contemporary music). Therefore, it is fundamental to
contextualise music datasets to the specific genres their music pertain to.
Year of release The year when the dataset was first released, without considering when the
actual data collection activities started. Revisions to the dataset are also recorded in order
to keep track of the major editing activities, and also, to have an approximate measure of
how actively maintained the collection is.
Collection metadata Whether the dataset provides metadata at the collection level, trivially including all these fields used for our survey. This is needed because collection metadata
can also include additional information that is not covered by the survey, e.g., the name of
the project investigator, the university that is in charge of storing the data, etc. Surprisingly,
most MIR datasets do not provide collection metadata in a standard, unified and consistent
manner, hence this process needs to be done manually for each source (as in our survey).
Content metadata Ideally, dataset should provide a specification of their content – a document
containing a list of tuples, where each element provides information specific to a single
track, e.g., (title, artist, release, M usicBrainz identif ier). This last information is funda-
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mental to disambiguate among compositions and/or performances, especially if any linking
operation allowing the interconnection of different collections (the main goal of INTERLINK
– one of Polifonia’s pilots) should be operated or considered. Notably, some datasets do not
provide this document – where all such information is made explicit for each track, although
content metadata may again be implicitly scattered across multiple sources, such as files,
websites, and manuscripts [33].
Annotations A list of all the annotations – the actual core of an MIR dataset, as this information is key to enable training, evaluation and testing of computational models for music
retrieval and analysis. Annotations are generally contributed by domain experts (musicologists, composition teachers, etc.) when it comes to the detection/attribution of musical
features, such as music structure [68], key (tonic and scale) [69], chord progressions [70],
at different levels of granularity (hierarchical, flat) and temporal resolutions (global, local).
When the annotation task does not require musical expertise, as it involves more subjective and less theoretical interactions with the musical content, annotations are provided by
listeners following specific guidelines and frameworks (the annotation methodology); examples include music-induced emotions [71], and listening habits [72].
MIR tasks According to the music annotations provided, a dataset can enable one or more MIR
tasks. For instance, the availability of music emotion annotations [73] makes it possible
to train and evaluate methods for music emotion recognition [74], whereas the a dataset
providing annotations of cadences [75] can be used for pattern extraction and cadence
detection [76]. If the source code of these computational methods is provided, their recognition performance/accuracy is often ranked and recorded with respect to each dataset they
were tested on (e.g. PapersWithCode3 ). The connection between music datasets and algorithms for music analysis and retrieval is thus a peculiar aspect in MIR – where datasets
are more appealing for their computational potential, rather than for the information itself.
Access Music collections can be fully or partially accessible to the public (open), requested for
research following a formal procedure for the release (on-demand), or explicitly declared
by the authors/curators as unavailable (closed). In the second case, fees, commissions, or
cost of licences can be asked by the curators, as done for the RWC dataset [77].
Online Whether the resource can be accessed online or needs to be manually provisioned.
API Whether the database can be accessed through an application programming interface (API),
allowing for specific user-defined calls to retrieve musical content of interest. Trivially, this
implies that the dataset is online (see the previous field), and is accessible to the user.
The automatic access of music datasets is a crucial problem in MIR, as this motivated the
development of tools and libraries that can facilitate the process of data acquisition and
pre-processing [78, 79].
License/copyright The type of licence and redistribution information, if explicitly provided by the
dataset.
References Links to the official website of the dataset or to a web-page describing its content
3

https://paperswithcode.com
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Figure 6.1: Overview of music collections curated within the Polifonia consortium.
in as much detail as possible. This is also complemented with a link to any academic
manuscript formally describing the data collection activities and the annotation process.
Besides the limited availability of audio data, the survey also revealed two central issues: (i)
MIR datasets are commonly provided as independent and isolated collections, with little or no
alignment at the metadata and annotation level; (ii) even when tracks/compositions are coupled
with universal identifiers (e.g. MusicBrainz IDs, ISRC), there is no direct way to access and
link heterogeneous music-related data from online databases, such as Wikipedia, Genius4 , and
Songfacts5 . The disconnect among music datasets jeopardises their potential integration, and
hence their extension and the combination of annotations of different kinds. Simultaneously, the
low level of linkage with other databases discourages multi-modal research in the field, where
the availability of heterogeneous music-related data (text, images, locations, etc.) is an essential
asset. Therefore, the most common method to link multiple music collections is to implement
complex data collection and integration pipelines as done by [80].
In sum, MIR datasets are particularly appealing considering the scope of Polifonia, as these
collections provide high-quality annotations of musical features – including melodic and rhythmic patterns, chord progressions, musical structures, cadence points, tonalities and so forth –
contributed by musicologists and music experts. Although these collections are primarily used
for training and testing methods for computational music analysis, their annotations are rarely
reused outside the computational domain despite their intrinsic value. If the integration problem
is addressed with an ontological ecosystem that can represent and describe MIR datasets within
the same infrastructure, their high-quality annotations would be preserved and their connection to
the corresponding musical objects would enable the exploration of rich and diverse music-related
data, and the automatic discovery and extraction of knowledge. Finally, the work conducted in
this survey will serve not only to catalogue the available datasets, but also to make different
resources interoperable, which thanks to the Polifonia Ontology Network can be handled as a
unique corpus.

4
5

https://www.genius.com
https://www.songfacts.com
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6.3.3 Internally curated collections
To conclude, a last survey was conducted internally to identify the music collections6 curated by
partners within the Polifonia consortium. For this particular case, a subset of the fields detailed in
the previous subsection (collection metadata) was preliminary selected, and all the contributors
in the Polifonia consortium were invited to provide the collection metadata of any music dataset
that had personally curated. Seven different music collections curated by four Polifonia partners
resulted from the survey (c.f. Figure 6.1). Of these datasets, three provide audio recordings, four
are based on symbolic music and another include both symbolic and audio tracks.
In addition to the collections mentioned before, it is also worth to remark that the Polifonia consortium can also count on NEUMA7 , thanks to the direct involvement of the Conservatoire national
des arts et métiers (CNAM) and Irémus in the project. NUEMA is a large digital library providing
rare corpora of music in MEI format, that can be easily accessed, browsed, and searched by
users. The library also includes utilities for the annotation of musical scores, thereby realising an
online platform that can be used to contribute new material to extend the ecosystem.

6

In this context, the term “music collection” is intended in a more general sense, to denote music-related data.

7

http://neuma.huma-num.fr/
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7 Conclusions
In this report we have described in detail the first version of the ontologies and knowledge graphs
of music objects developed in Polifonia in the context of WP2 and Task T2.1. Our motivation
stems from the difficulty of finding, reusing, integraitng and combining European musical heritage
datasets, which are currently scattered on the Web and hardly adhere to the FAIR data principles
[6, 2]. The dataset survey work of WP1 [1] brings evidence to this, and provides a first set of
datasets contributed by the consortium members that are, indeed, in dire need of greater integration and interoperability. In WP2 we depart from these datasetes, and we combine them with the
stories and personas reported by the Polifonia pilots as sources of ontological requirements [1].
We apply the eXtreme Design methodology [13] to gather, curate, analyse and normalise these
requirements into a set of well-formed competency questions that we take as basis to identify
and provide a first design of 10 modules for the Polifonia Ontology Network (PON). We describe
these in detail, as well as the personas, stories and competency questions that they address.
We conduct a preliminary evaluation of the PON based on two approaches: an-expert based and
semi-automated way of using the PON to answer competency questions, and a use-case driven
application of the PON to solve data integration issues in a real-world demonstration that we prepared for the Sónar Barcelona International Music Festival. We leverage this work to propose a
first pipeline for knowledge graph construction based on the PON, which uses the classes and
properties reported here to semantically uplift various datasets into a first, preliminary version of
the Polifonia Knowledge Graph (PKG).
The construction of the PKG sets the immediate future of this work, which will focus on refining
the modules of the PON to increase the ontological coverage of the surveyed datasets (both here
and by WP1 [1]) and the ability to answer competency questions correctly. Moreover, classes
and properties of the PON will be extended to support the construction of the PKG in two ways:
by modelling notions of harmonic and lyrics similarity towards deliverable D2.4: Methods for
interlinking knowledge graphs, 1st version (due on M18), which will report on instance-based
matching methods for large-scale music object interlinking; and by modelling patterns that result
from the pattern analysis ongoing work in WP3. Moreover, the preliminary evaluation described
here will be extended by the work in T2.5 and deliverable D2.7: Ontology testing and evaluation
report, 1st version (also due on M18), which will set up infrastructure and methods to automatically validate the satisfactory answering of CQs via automated unit testing and decentralised
code management (i.e. GitHub and Continuous Integration). In the longer run, we will integrate
these outcomes with those of deliverable D2.3: Ontologies and knowledge graphs of music object context, which will enrich the music object ontological knowledge discussed here with entities
extracted with Natural Language Processing in WP4; and those of deliverable D2.6: Ontology of
licensing, ownership and conditions of use providing models for rights management and provenance information. All these outcomes will inform further classes and properties that will be
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engineered, through the processes established in this deliverable, into the modules of the PON.
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Appendix A: Analysis and resolution of CQs

Figure 7.1: Anna’s CQ analysis.

Figure 7.2: Excerpt of Carolinas’s CQ analysis.

Figure 7.3: David’s CQ analysis.
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Figure 7.4: Keith’s CQ analysis.

Figure 7.5: Keoma’s CQ analysis.

Figure 7.6: Mark’s CQ analysis (first story).

Figure 7.7: Ortenz’s CQ analysis (first story).
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Figure 7.8: Patrizia’s CQ analysis.

Figure 7.9: Excerpt of Sethus’s CQ analysis (first story).

Figure 7.10: Sophia’s CQ analysis (first story).

Figure 7.11: Sonia’s CQ analysis (first story).
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Figure 7.12: Williams’s CQ analysis.
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